
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.0.74 – 23.9.2008 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

o Amended suitability report title 
o Amended and new client agreement, SCCD and IDD paragraphs 
o Disclosure of commission in suitability report now mandatory in suitability report 
o New support for fixed or estimated fee structures 
o Adjusted text for financial planning areas to be reviewed 
o New medical history disclaimer 
o Major improvements to all mortgage suitability reports: 

 reminder of needs and demands letter type support for mortgages 
 summary plan features extended 
 introducing a new concept of attitude to risk for mortgage choices 
 introducing primary and secondary concerns 
 introducing advice limitations 
 introducing additional funds requirement 
 introducing support for debt consolidation commentary 
 introducing support for sub prime mortgages 
 improved support for buy to let cases 
 support for MPPI, mortgage payment protection insurance 

o Small improvement to fees and commission disclosure  
o New product providers: 

 Fortis Life 
 Rowanmoor Pensions 
 Nucleus wrap 

o Amended product provider 
 Norwich Union rebrand to Aviva 

o Improvements to unsecured pension suitability reports 
 Improved disclosure of annuity alternative terms 
 Removal of mandatory charges comparison 
 Improved disclosure for income withdrawal limits 
 New disclosure of inheritance tax implications 

o Minor layout corrections 
 
 
Amended suitability report title 
Suitability reports are dated to lock the recommendation to a point in time.  At the suggestion of 
our compliance partners, the report header has been amended to make clear that the date 
entered at the head of each report is the date the recommendation was made.  Of course, this 
can be earlier but no later than the date of proposal to a product provider.  An example of the 
new header text follows: 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Amended and new client agreement, SCCD and IDD paragraphs 
With effect from 1 September 2009, new initial disclosure document requirements came into 
being.  The client agreement remains but most firms will be required to make small adjustments 
at least.  The old “key fact about our services” and “key facts about the cost of our services” 
documents have now been merged in a single document headed, “key facts about our service 
and costs”, now referred to as a “SCDD”. 
 
For most firms, who have in the past issued a client agreement document which included details 
of the cost of services, the suitability report content will remain as before – albeit that the content 
of the client agreement has been amended. 
 
However, we have taken this opportunity to extend the reach of text to explain the issue of initial 
disclosure documents to cater for a much larger range of options.  The situation in the document 
map is shown below. 
 
 

 
 
Selecting “reg client agreement incl payment options” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
New style client agreements may include details of payment options for investment business or 
insurance business or both so this option will be appropriate for most regulated business except 
where a mortgage has been recommended. 
 



Selecting “reg client agreement plus SCDD” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Disclosure of commission in suitability report now mandatory in suitability report 
At the request of our compliance partners, the option not to disclose commission payable in a 
suitability report has been removed.  Now, the text will automatically include an insertion point 
for commission.  An example of the new commission text follows: 
 

 
 
 
New support for estimated fee structures 
Previously support for fee advice was wide ranging but confined to fixed fee agreements.  Now, 
in response to user requests, this has been improved to provide for situations where estimated 
fees have been agreed.  An example of the selection point in the document map follows: 
 

 
 
If, for example, you select “fee partially covered by commission”, the following text is inserted 
into the report: 
 

  
 



Clicking the text, “fixed or estimated”, causes a field entry box to appear at the bottom left of the 
Report Writer screen where you may select one of two choices as follows: 
 

 
 
An example of text having selected, “estimated”, plus other consistent selections follows: 
 

 
 
An example of text having selected, “fixed”, plus other consistent selections follows: 
 

 
 
 
Adjusted text for financial planning areas to be reviewed 
At the request of a user, we have slightly adjusted the text which explains that limited advice has 
been given.  RDR proposals are that 2 classes of adviser will be authorised, independent and 
restricted.  Hence the use of the word “restricted” or “restrict” will shortly acquire a new 
connotation.  To avoid ambiguity, the text to explain limited financial advice has been adjusted to 
remove the word “restrict” which has now been replaced by “limit” as shown below. 
 

 
 
 
New medical history disclaimer 
At the suggestion of a user, we have introduced a disclaimer clause to underscore the 
importance of full disclosure of medical history for all protection, annuity or long term care 
recommendations. 
 
The following text will be automatically inserted for all protection recommendations: 
 

 
 



For annuity or long term recommendations, the following text will be automatically inserted: 
 

 
 
 
Major improvements to all mortgage suitability reports 
Since launch of e-Suitability, standards for written disclosure of mortgage recommendations 
have improved.   
 
Now, after detailed consultation with a user who operates as a specialist in this field, the suite of 
paragraphs for mortgages has been completely re-furbished to meet and exceed currently 
accepted standards, as far as possible through the use of automated content. 
 
 

• reminder of needs and demands letter type support for mortgages 
The needs and demands letter type was introduced in May 2009 and its use is recommended 
for all mortgage cases.  First complete a Needs and Demands Letter, print it out and sign it 
off – then start a new sales process for the same client and rekey the same recommendation 
information to create a matching Suitability Report.  The two documents then form a neat and 
complete suitability disclosure document set.  
 
In the Amber Lite version of e-Suitability, this may be accessed via the screen from which 
you may begin building a recommendation as shown below:  
 

 
 
In the 1st Software Adviser Office version of e-Suitability, this may be accessed via the 
screen which appears after choosing to create a new or amend an existing e-Suitability 
report as shown below: 
 

  



 
 
• summary plan features extended 
The section of the report which includes the features and costs of the mortgage has been 
significantly extended to make it simpler to make sure all significant details are disclosed in 
the suitability report.  An example follows: 

 
 
 

• introducing a new concept of attitude to risk for mortgage choices 
Expression of a client’s attitude to risk is normally associated only with investment 
products.  We are aware of at least one network which insists that this is documented for 
all advice situations including pure protection cases.  We now recognise this concept is 
extremely efficient in documenting the reason why a particular combination of plan 
features has been selected by the client. 

 
Now, a new selection of risk statements will appear in all cases unless “Fact find-
Whitechurch” is selected as a risk profiling methodology at the stage before Report Writer 
is launched.  The Whitechurch network have individual disclosure requirements which for 
attitude to risk which are invoked if “Fact find-Whitechurch” is selected.   
 
 



Making no selection risk profiling methodology is recommended for all other users in 
which event, the following selection will appear in the document map: 

 

 
 

Selecting “cautious – incl all main security features” will cause the following text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
 

The above text should be used where a fixed rate capital and interest mortgage has been 
recommended. 

 
Selecting “balanced – include some security features” will cause the following text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
 

The above text should be used where either a combination of: 
o fixed rate plus interest only or 
o variable rate plus capital and interest  

has been recommended.  Notice that the text introduces the idea of an interest only 
mortgage with no repayment vehicle in place.  Under the definition, a naked interest only 
mortgage - that is one without a repayment vehicle in the background - would still be 
rated as “balanced” provided it is combined with a fixed interest rate.   

 



Selecting “adventurous – include no security features” will cause the following text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
 

The above text fits only where a fixed rate interest only mortgage without a repayment 
vehicle has been recommended, as would be relatively common for a buy to let 
mortgage. 

 
 

• introducing primary and secondary concerns 
This section will provide an opportunity to document the client’s main objective in 
selecting a mortgage.  The situation in the document map is shown below. 

 

 
 

Selecting, “require lowest cost of borrowing” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

The above text reflects the most common advice situation – the client wants you to find 
the cheapest mortgage within any other imposed constraints.  The insertion point, “insert 
period” is intended to match the interest rate period – for example, if a 3 year discounted 
mortgage has been recommended, it would be appropriate to insert that period in this part 
of the report. 

 
Selecting, “insert own prime concern” will cause the following text to be inserted: 

 
 

 



Clicking the text, “insert own text”, causes a field entry box to appear at the bottom left of 
the Report Writer screen in which you may type your own text: 

 

 
 
 

The secondary client concern section is accessed as shown below: 
 

 
 

Selecting, “no secondary concern” will cause no text at all to be inserted. 
 

Selecting, “require maximum flexibility” will cause the following highlighted text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
The above text is suitable where the client has requested a flexible mortgage. 

 
Selecting, “require maximum cash back” will cause the following highlighted text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
 

The above text is suitable where the client has requested a cash back mortgage. 
 



Selecting, “insert own secondary concern” will cause the following highlighted text to be 
inserted: 

 

 
 

The above text is suitable where you want to document your own secondary client 
concern. 

 
• introducing advice limitations 

This section will provide an opportunity to document any limitations the client placed on 
your recommendation, for example limiting the range of lenders he or she would consider.  
The situation in the document map is shown below. 

 

 
 

Selecting, “no limitations placed on advice” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

Selecting, “specify own limitations” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

This provides an insertion point for you to insert your own text to explain the limitation. 
 
• introducing additional funds requirement 

If the client requests a mortgage amount which is larger than the amount strictly required 
to purchase or remortgage the property, then you should document the reason for this to 
avoid the possibility of a later successful challenge that you oversold the mortgage 
amount.   

 



The situation in the document map is shown below. 
 

 
 

Selecting, “no additional funds required” will cause no text at all to be inserted: 
 

Selecting, “additional funds required” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

The above text provides 2 insertion points to document the amount of additional 
borrowing and the reason.  The wording above is for a purchase situation – it will be 
automatically adjusted where a re-mortgage has been recommended. 

 
• introducing support for debt consolidation commentary 

A client’s requirement for additional funds may include consolidation of one or more debts 
in which event you should explain the basis on which you thought this is a good idea.  If 
the mortgage is for an amount larger than strictly required to purchase or remortgage the 
property and debts are being consolidated then a more detailed explanation of the 
situation will be necessary. 

 

 
 
Selecting, “no debt consolidation needed” will cause no text at all to be inserted: 
 



Selecting “needed but longer repayment term” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Selecting “needed no disadvantage” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

• introducing support for sub prime mortgages 
Support for sub prime mortgages is now included by way of a switchable warning 
statement.  
 

 
 
Selecting, “do not include sub prime finance warning” will cause no text at all to be 
inserted: 
 
Selecting, “include sub prime finance warning” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 

• improved support for buy to let cases 
In all buy to let mortgage applications, the lender will make an assessment of the loan at 
least partly based on the rental income of the property and, as such, it is a good idea to 
document this as evidence of affordability. 
 
Now, for all buy to let mortgage and remortgage cases, the following text is automatically 
inserted: 
 

 
 
 



Clicking the phrase in red, “insert amount”, will cause a field entry box to appear at the 
bottom left side of the screen in which the rental value may be inserted. 
 

 
 
 
 

• support for MPPI, mortgage payment protection insurance 
We are pleased to announce introduction of much improved support for mortgage payment 
protection.  Previously, MPPI was briefly mentioned in mortgage suitability reports as an 
insurance option.  Now, more comprehensive support is provided by linking the cover to 
support that may be provided by the state.   
 

 
 
Also, for all mortgage cases, a further paragraph selection point is now included to document 
whether the client has proceeded with cover.  We appreciate that for buy to let cases most, if 
not all, insurers will not offer cover.   
 

 
 
Selecting, “quote for MPPI included” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Clicking the phrases in red, will cause a field entry box to appear at the bottom left side of the 
screen in which the appropriate values may be inserted. 
 
Selecting, “cover declined by client” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Selecting, “cover not available” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
 
Small improvement to fees and commission disclosure  
We are pleased to announce an addition to the range of selectable options to document agreed 
fees and commission in e-Suitability.  Previously, a large range of options was available to 
provide an easy way of documenting agreed remuneration and all these remain unaltered.  Now, 
we have added a further insertion option which covers the situation where nil commission will be 
received in which event offsetting or rebating commission is not available. 
 

 
 
Selecting, “full fee nil commission” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
An example of a fully completed version of this text follows: 
 

 
 
 
New product providers 
The list of product providers has been extended to include the following: 

 Fortis Life 
 Rowanmoor Pensions 
 Nucleus 

 
Nucleus is, of course, a full service wrap provider and hence expanded text is produced when 
selected for all investment products to explain the wrap concept as adopted by Nucleus. 
 
Amended product provider 

 Norwich Union rebrand to Aviva 



Improvements to unsecured pension suitability reports 
Following consultations with our compliance partners, improvements to the text for the 
unsecured pensions have been introduced. 
 

• Improved disclosure of annuity alternative terms 
Previously, support comparing the recommended unsecured pension with a researched 
annuity alternative.  Now, the content is specific as to the provider name of the best annuity 
rate researched for the client.  An example of the new text follows: 
 

  
 
• Removal of mandatory charges comparison 
Previously, text to compare charges between the ceding pension and the recommended 
unsecured pension was automatically inserted in all instances.  Following receipt of a 
recommendation from our compliance partners, inclusion is now optional.  If the a transfer or 
switch is made from an unlike plan, for example from a personal pension to an unsecured 
pension, a charges implications between the ceding and recommended plans are not 
relevant to the decision as the transfer or switch is essential to achieving the benefits of an 
unsecured pension. 
 
Now, charges comparisons are selectable at the “add contract” stage as shown below: 
 

 
 
Note that the button previously labelled “Funds”, is now labelled “Funds and charges”.  
Clicking this button will cause the following box to appear on screen: 
 

 
 



 
Note the usual fund selections are supplemented by a fourth selectable item, “Pension 
charges comparison – select one line for each transferred plan already an unsecured 
pension”. 
 
Selecting this item and clicking the “Add” button will cause the line to be copied into the 
upper panel.  Select and add this line once if one charges comparison is required and repeat 
the add process for each transferred plan requiring a charges comparison. 
 
An example of the text which is inserted into the suitability report if only one charges 
comparison item is selected follows: 
 

  
 
 

• Improved disclosure for income withdrawal limits 
Previously, disclosure of withdrawal options was covered but disclosure of the maximum 
withdrawal limit was accomplished by inviting the client to refer to the plan illustration for the 
figure.  Our compliance partner has requested that this figure is stated in the report.  An 
example of the new text follows: 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



• New disclosure of inheritance tax implications 
Our compliance partners have requested that we introduce disclosure of inheritance tax 
implications for an unsecured pension investor.  The new text now appears automatically for 
all unsecured pension cases – a sample follows: 
 

 
 

  
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedent over all other development work. 
 
New paragraph library 
If you have already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is assessable immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
 
What’s next 



• Support for structured investment products. 
• With Profits annuities. 
• More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools.  We aim next 

to include support for Watson Wyatt’s tool in E-Suitability.  
• Support for “mainstream” investment fund management houses as product providers for 

Stocks and Shares ISAs, Unit Trusts and OEICs and Investment Trusts. 
• Greater support for automated inclusion of text to document client “needs and demands”. 
• A new section on National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you 

make a lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a 
new need area for ease of access.  


